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FACTS

The ideal solution to meet your requirements for modern privacy, glare and sun protection.
Create your very own daylight atmosphere with the new qualities of Sattler’s Twilight collection.

DESIGN

DAYLIGHT USE AND GLARE PROTECTION

The color range of our PEARL quality was matched to modern architectural colors in cooperation
with color psychologists. Harmonious nuances in trendy colors add the perfect touch. METAL –
available in four colors, silver, gold, nickel and platinum coated with brilliant metal particles – an
absolute visual highlight for any façade. SPACE is Sattler’s quality with an aluminum coating
on the outer side – in proper style through and through.

All Twilight qualities have also been tested and comply with norm DIN EN 14501 regarding
their suitability as glare protection fabrics. The values are indicated through a pictogram
in which the values corresponding to each of the designs is shown: 0 = no glare protection;
4 = excellent glare protection.

ENVIRONMENT
Take advantage of daylight, avoid glare and protect your spaces from overheating
during the summer.

PVC free: This is our focus during the development of the Twilight qualities. No plasticizers
leaking out, odorless and therefore suitable to be used without hesitation in both, indoor and
outdoor areas. A completely new path is being forged: the coating of our Twilight qualities
is not only biostatic but also prevents microorganisms from attaching to the surface. A new
patented ecological solution exclusively used by Sattler!

But good glare protection is not the only important feature for the wellbeing of people: enjoying
enough daylight in indoor spaces is also a relevant factor for health. Twilight fabrics avoid glare
while allowing at the same time daylight to pass into the rooms – an optimal combination for
all users. Sunlight means life and plays a decisive role in our Twilight collection – it is all about
health and wellbeing.

DURABILITY
WARRANTY 5 YEARS
YRS:

Without privacy and glare protection

Due to the excellent light and weather fastness of all our qualities and if used properly, you can
enjoy our Twilight fabrics for many years. Like all Sattler’s high quality articles, Twilight products
also offer a 5-year-guarantee against excessive loss of protective capability of sun-privacy and
glare protection fabrics. For more details, please read Sattler’s Twilight guarantee conditions.

SAVE ENERGY
All qualities of the Twilight collection have been tested and comply with norm DIN EN 14501
regarding their performance as summer heat protection fabrics used in outdoor areas with
double glaze and heat protection with U = 1.2 and g = 0.59. The pictograms show the degree
up to which each of the qualities is suitable for this use: 0 = no protection from overheating;
4 = excellent protection from overheating (4: gtot < 0.1).

Typical daylight spectrum. The Twilight fabrics do not act as a spectrum filter. They let the
complete color spectrum enter the room increasing this way the well-being inside!

VISIBILITY
Who wants the whole world outside to suddenly disappear when rolling down the sun
protection blinds?
Twilight fabrics are ideal to maintain outward vision. To learn more about the compliance with
norm DIN EN 14501, please read the specifications for each of the qualities: 0 = no visibility
to the exterior; 4 = excellent visibility to the exterior.

PRIVACY PROTECTION AT NIGHT
When lights are on inside during the evening hours, privacy protection should prevent people
outside to see through it. Learn more about the values according to norm DIN EN 14501 in
the specifications for each of the qualities: 0 = no privacy protection at night; 4 = excellent
privacy protection at night.
With Twilight METAL 297 P90 Platinum
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Care and cleaning instructions for Twilight fabrics

PRIVACY AND GLARE PROTECTION

Never leave the screens rolled up whilst wet or damp for a longer period of time. Roll out the screens as soon as
possible and let them dry.
Remove fallen leaves or insect droppings immediately (risk of microbial infestation or punctual damages of the privacy
protection and aluminized coating).
Dirt is best removed dry with a soft brush. Please be especially careful when brushing off the aluminized coating in order
to avoid the aluminum layer to peel away due to pressure. Avoid strong rubbing of the fabric.
Remove stains with lukewarm water and a soft brush. Be especially careful with aluminized fabrics.
Do not use cleaning agents or detergent under any circumstance. Risk of detachment.
All brushes, sponges or clothes used should be soft and shall not have any rough surface in order to avoid damages to
the screens.
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